THE POWER OF MAGIC

This is a building which was hit by a plane about an hour ago.

What kind of plane-crash would cause a building to fountain up, out and down in a beautiful shower of white powder, descending to the ground in ten seconds exactly?

It must have been a very special kind of plane-crash.

A magic plane-crash.

Why did it take an hour or so for the plane to have such an effect on the building?

Obviously the building took a long time to make up its mind.

This is another plane hitting another building.

This is a plane even cleverer than the previous one.

You can’t see it.

It’s an invisible plane.

A magic plane!

Notice the date.
This is another building, even more magic than the plane-crash and the plane we just saw – because it too is coming straight down in ten seconds exactly – and it hasn’t been hit by anything!

But this isn’t a magic event – this is a real funeral …
… so is this …

… and so is this.